
FD-010-203COMBINED REMOTE CONTROL 868 MHZ - MifarePlus

This remote control is equipped with a Mifare Plus tag. With its 128 bit AES
encryption, it makes it unique and prevents from cloning when used with a FDI
solution with FDI controllers and readers.

Technical characteristics

13.56 MHz
868 MHz

Dimensions (L X H X D) : 79x38x12mm
Power supply : flat lithium battery 3 V
Engraving of a 14 digit alphanumercial number
Average life of battery : 22000 manipulations
Coded in factory
Operating temperature : -20°C to + 60°C
Use it with the RF receiver FD-020-186 (Wiegand) or FD-020-191 (2SMART for IPassan)

Disclaimer: Whilst every effort has been made to ensure accuracy in the representation of this product, neither FDI MATELEC nor its
employees, shall be liable under any circumstances to any party in respect of decisions or actions they may make as a result of using this
information. In accordance with the FDI MATELEC policy of enhanced development, design and specifications are subject to change
without notice.



Produits associés obligatoires
Accessoires

FD-020-175
LECTEUR DE
PROXIMITE
CHAMPIGNON
13.56 MHZ - 2 FILS

FD-020-191
RECEPTEUR HF
868MHz 2 FILS

FD-020-208
LECTEUR DE
PROXIMITE
SAILLIE 13.56 MHZ
- 2 FILS

FD-020-209
LECTEUR DE
PROXIMITE P60
13.56 MHZ - 2 FILS

FD-020-223
LECTEUR DE
PROXIMITE P60
13.56 MHZ - 2 FILS

FD-020-186
RECEPTEUR HF
868MHz WIEGAND
34 BITS

Gestion à distance en lecture/écriture

GB-150-006
EASY DOOR
RECEIVER 868
MHZ

Disclaimer: Whilst every effort has been made to ensure accuracy in the representation of this product, neither FDI MATELEC nor its
employees, shall be liable under any circumstances to any party in respect of decisions or actions they may make as a result of using this
information. In accordance with the FDI MATELEC policy of enhanced development, design and specifications are subject to change
without notice.


